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Partner Institutions
Strasbourg Policy Centre
The Strasbourg Policy Centre (SPC) launched in 2020 is
a forum dedicated to exploring Europe’s role in the world.
We explore the regulatory, financial, human rights, and
security ties that bind Europe together as “an international actor” of consequence with the
rest of the world. The Caucasus and Central Asia Program investigates the way the Europe
connects with the region that bridges the Atlantic and the Pacific Economy. We look at the
web of regulatory standards, collective security platforms, and human rights regimes that
underpin Europe’s relationship to a region with geopolitical fluidity and tremendous potential.

Central Asia-Caucasus Institute (CACI)
The Central Asia-Caucasus Institute (CACI) was founded in
1997 to respond to the increasing need for information,
research and analysis on the vast territory of Central Eurasia
stretching from Turkey to Western China, encompassing eight
former Soviet republics as well as Afghanistan. CACI is
affiliated with the American Foreign Policy Council in Washington, D.C., and forms a Joint
Transatlantic Research and Policy Center with the Institute for Security and Development
Policy’s Silk Road Studies Program in Stockholm. Led by founding Chairman, Dr. S. Frederick
Starr, and Director, Dr. Svante E. Cornell, CACI convenes regular Forum meetings and
publishes the Central Asia-Caucasus Analyst, Turkey Analyst and Silk Road Papers. Learn
more at http://www.silkroadstudies.org.

The CAMCA Network
The CAMCA Network is a collection of professionals committed to
sharing ideas, knowledge, expertise, experience and inspiration across
the 10 countries of Central Asia, Mongolia, the Caucasus and
Afghanistan (CAMCA). This new generation of regional leaders values
free market economic systems, good governance, the rule of law and
basic human freedoms; supports the sovereignty of their countries and
traditional national values; and also acknowledges the importance of
regional and global cooperation. Brought together initially as participants of the Rumsfeld
Fellowship Program, members of the CAMCA Network believe in the value of a connected
region and are driven to contribute to the development, prosperity and cooperation of the
CAMCA region through a variety of joint activities and projects. Learn more at
https://camcanetwork.com
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Foreword
Svante E. Cornell

This second volume of essays on Central Asia and the Caucasus post-Covid-19 is
published only a few months after the first volume saw the light in June 2020. But
the atmosphere across the region is now decidedly different. The conflict between
Armenia and Azerbaijan has resumed with full force, and Kyrgyzstan has experienced
its third revolution in fifteen years. None of these events is a direct result of Covid19; but neither would they likely have happened in the absence of the pandemic. The
linkage is most apparent in Kyrgyzstan, where economic downturn and frustrations
over lockdowns provided the added spark that weaponized widespread anger over
electoral shenanigans. In the case of Armenia and Azerbaijan, the same logic may
have operated in modified format. In Armenia, the pandemic undermined an already
embattled government, which has adopted an increasingly belligerent approach to
the conflict; in Azerbaijan, the scale of popular frustration with the status quo was
clear following a spat of violence in July, when large demonstrations demanded a
harder government line in the conflict.

There is little doubt that the Covid pandemic has made the world more unstable. This
is clear in western democracies; it is patently obvious in Central Asia and the
Caucasus. Closer analysis of the short- and long-term implications is therefore
imperative, and the authors of the essays included in this collection make a
substantial contribution in this regard.
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Two contributions to this collection focus on the region’s internal dynamics. Rahim
and Mahdi discuss the situation in Afghanistan, which has sought to rebuild a
functioning state while mired in almost constant warfare for four decades. In contrast
to the South Caucasus or Kyrgyzstan, the authors detail how the pandemic had a
positive effect on Afghanistan’s quest for peace. It helped force the two contenders
for the country’s presidency to a compromise agreement, while also playing a role in
facilitating the release of prisoners that in turn allowed a fragile dialogue between
the government and the Taliban to begin. While this process could help end
Afghanistan’s conflict, it will require much greater assistance and support from the
country’s neighbors, including Central Asian states.
Vakulchuk and Irnazarov provide a detailed study of how external powers have
related to Central Asian states during the pandemic. They find that both foreign
powers and international organizations have contributed humanitarian assistance to
Central Asian states; but that there appears to be no sign of an effort by regional
powers to politicize this assistance. They find that only the EU, though in relatively
limited scope, is looking beyond the present crisis to assistance for reconstruction.
Importantly, they show how both Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan are stepping up as
regional donors to support their neighboring states, including Afghanistan.
Finally, Gulshan Sachdeva provides a contribution on India’s evolving global role,
against the background of a response to the pandemic that made the country more
inward-looking. India’s economy declined more precipitously than any G-20 country,
something that is hampering its efforts to keep pace with China, which now has an
economy several times larger than India’s. The heightening of strategic competition
in Eurasia also poses challenges for India, not least because it tries to maintain
positive relations with America, Russia and Iran at the same time. Meanwhile, China’s
decision to double down on its partnership with Pakistan continues to complicate
Indian access to Central Asia. That said, India now has Strategic Partnerships with
four of five Central Asian states, and in the long term is set to be an important force
in the region.
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These contributions help readers understand the shifting situation in Central Asia and
the Caucasus, and will undoubtedly be followed by updated analysis in the future.
The Pandemic has changed the geopolitics of Eurasia, but is has not brought them
to an end: quite to the contrary, the past few months have seen an acceleration of
processes that were in place for some time. Chief among these is the growing
uncertainty of the geopolitical situation in Central Asia and the Caucasus, as relations
among the surrounding great powers remain undetermined – witness only the ups
and downs of Turkish-Russian relations. This, however, has led regional states
themselves to step up to take charge, as we have seen in the way Kazakhstan and
Uzbekistan have reacted to the recent crisis. It is increasingly clear that the problems
of the region will not be resolved by outsiders: they can only be solved by regional
leadership, requiring greater regional cooperation. The pandemic is both a challenge
to this cooperation and a powerful reminder of its importance.
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Chapter 1. COVID 19 and Afghanistan’s Peace Process

How the pandemic bolstered the chances of lasting
peace in Afghanistan
Shoaib Rahim
Sami Mahdi

Introduction
The ongoing peace efforts in Afghanistan are at a critical stage, which, if successful,
could help turn a page on the forty-year conflict in the country, unlocking
Afghanistan’s potential to the region by linking it with the rest of the world. The
Covid-19 pandemic has added a new variable to the process. Yet unlike the negative
impact other health emergencies have had on conflicts worldwide, the impact of
Covid-19 on Afghanistan’s peace efforts constitutes a net gain for the process. In this
paper, we first assess the likelihood of peace in Afghanistan and argue its relevance
and significance for the region, particularly for Central Asia, Mongolia, Caucasus and
Afghanistan (CAMCA). We then look into the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the
process. Finally, we make a case for CAMCA and other regional stakeholders to seize
the opportunity the pandemic has surprisingly introduced to support the process
constructively.

I.

The quest for an elusive peace deal with the Taliban

Since a US-led North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) force supported the Taliban
regime’s toppling in 2001, the movement has enjoyed a gradual comeback. Although
the international intervention succeeded in pushing back the regime that harbored
Osama bin Laden and supported institution building in the country, the militant
organization remains active in large swathes. Their operational ability has improved,
and over time they have become capable of striking civilian and military targets across
the country. Their disruptive power is such that even 120,000 United Nations Security
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Council (UNSC) sanctioned troops under the International Security Assistance Force
(ISAF) were unable to contain them.
The armed conflict in Afghanistan continues to claim a heavy toll on the civilian
population to this day. In 2019, with the United Nations Assistance Mission in
Afghanistan (UNAMA) recorded over 10,000 civilian casualties for the sixth year in a
row. Since UNAMA began systematically documenting casualties in 2009, more than
100,000 civilian casualties have been recorded (UNAMA, 2020). Despite President
Karzai’s attempts to reach an understanding with the Taliban, no serious progress
has been made, not least because not all international stakeholders were involved
with these negotiating efforts. The creation of the High Peace Council in 2010 led by
former President Burhanuddin Rabbani did not reach a breakthrough as it did not
sufficiently engage Pakistan, thereby being unable to bring to the table ground-level
Taliban commanders. Conflict continued full throttle.
A suicide-bomber attack in 2011, planned and executed by the Taliban, succeeded in
the assassination of the High Peace Council Chair (Sarwary, 2011), seriously derailing
the negotiation process. This attack was the peak in a wave of suicide operations that
began in 2008 with the targeting of the Serena Hotel (BBC, 2008), the French school
in Kabul (BBC, 2014), and the capture of the Northern provincial capital of Kunduz
(2015, 2016). Across the board, the continuous attacks on civilian targets, particularly
in urban areas, pointed towards a grim reality in which reconciliation was not an
option.
In June of 2018, an unprecedented three-day unilateral ceasefire was announced by
President Ashraf Ghani (Al Jazeera, 2018), which was reciprocated by the Taliban and
was by all accounts a resounding success. For the first time in decades, the country
and the world saw the unhindered movement of citizens through previously conflictridden territories and Taliban fighters moved into urban centers peacefully engaging
with the population (Clark, 2020). Reconciliation was no longer a fantasy but within
grasp. The three-day ceasefire was a “proof of concept” for the world, suggesting
that peace was, in fact, possible.
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This achievement triggered a chain of events in Washington DC and, eventually,
Brussels and Islamabad, resulting in the start of direct negotiations between the US
and the Taliban Political Commission based in Doha in early 2019. President Trump
was determined to deliver on his campaign promises to end the conflict and backed
a negotiated agreement signed on 29 February 2020 in Doha, Qatar (Sarah Dadouch,
2020). The agreement entitled “Agreement for Bringing Peace to Afghanistan”
addressed four elements:
i.

Guarantees and enforcement mechanisms that will prevent the use of
Afghanistan as a launchpad for operations against the US and its allies.

ii.

Guarantees, enforcement mechanisms, and a timeframe for the withdrawal of
foreign military forces from Afghanistan.

iii.

Start of intra-Afghan negotiations with rival Afghan parties.

iv.

A Taliban commitment to engaging in intra-Afghan talks to reach a permanent
and comprehensive ceasefire (US State Department, 2020).

Although they were expected to start immediately, the direct negotiations between
the delegations representing the Taliban and the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
were stalled. It seemed there was little scope for a compromise on this occasion.

Direct Negotiations between the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan and the Taliban
The opportunity to include the Taliban in post-2001 Afghanistan was not taken,
allowing the group’s eventual military resurgence. Engagements between the
Government of Afghanistan and the Taliban on various levels have taken place in the
past two decades, but none has yielded anything the Taliban were publicly ready to
call “success.” Efforts to engage in direct talks with the newly created Doha office of
the Taliban in 2016 failed (Roberts & Graham-Harrison, 2013), as did the 2015
“informal” negotiations in Pakistan (Al Jazeera, 2015). Historically, the Taliban’s
principle position was that direct negotiations could only begin after the retreat of
foreign troops as they regard their presence as an “occupation.” This position has
become a core element in framing US-Taliban negotiations, removing barriers and
triggering direct negotiations to allow for a political settlement for the conflict.
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Prisoner Release and a Disputed Presidential Election
Two significant barriers initially stood in the way of intra-Afghan negotiations; the
first deadlock was created by the US commitment to release up to 5,000 Taliban
prisoners from jails in Afghanistan upon signing the Doha agreement. The
Government of Afghanistan claimed that the US did not have the mandate to secure
such a far-reaching prisoners’ release, which is the sole prerogative of the sovereign
Afghan government.
Prisoner releases have typically been politically costly to an Afghan government, as
public opinion decries the loss of innocent civilian lives. Demanding a release of this
scale seemed to be unimaginable. Although the numbers are contested, Afghanistan
is said to hold an estimated 12,000 Taliban prisoners across the country (BBC, 2020).
The unilateral release of about a third appears to have been a step too far.
The US claims that Washington is only committed to the negotiated release of
prisoners, but the rigid interpretation of the agreement by the Taliban meant there
would be no intra-Afghan talks unless this issue was settled conclusively. The entire
process was at risk of failure, with no alternatives being entertained.
The second obstacle to the process was the legacy of the 2019 presidential election
results, disputed by the main contender Dr. Abdullah Abdullah (ToloNews, 2019).
This result created a politically polarized environment that was not conducive to
consensus-building. Hence, displaying a united front against the Taliban became a
challenge, as stakeholders to the peace process across the political spectrum were
divided along multiple lines, unable to consolidate a single negotiating team that
would credibly represent the Islamic Republic. This development provided the Taliban
with an opportunity to reject their counterparts on the negotiating table, successfully
pursuing divide and conquer tactics (Reuters, 2020).
Following the announcement of the election results by the Independent Election
Commission (IEC) in March of 2020, two presidential inaugurations were
simultaneously held, pushing the political turmoil to new heights. Dr. Abdullah’s camp
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ignored the IEC official results, claimed office, and began appointing provincial
governors across the country, risking armed confrontation and civil unrest.
The political impasse and the prisoner release deadlock painted a grim picture for the
prospects of the peace process. This trajectory fueled the inherent pessimism of the
Trump Administration that prioritized US troop withdrawal at any cost, calling for the
immediate withdrawal of NATO from Afghanistan (Amanda M Macias, 2020).
II.

Regional stakeholders to peace in Afghanistan

Central Asian countries have long waited for peace and stability in Afghanistan and
each country in the region holds significant stakes in Afghanistan’s peace process.
Peace in Afghanistan could restore trade routes and access to the sea for landlocked
countries that are currently mostly dependent on Russian-controlled transit routes.
The region would have the chance to address chronic underdevelopment caused by
the lack of reliable and diversified energy supply. Security across the region would be
enhanced, as terrorist groups would no longer be able to settle in a no-man’s land,
and multilateral cooperation could gain a new lease of life.

Revitalising trade routes across Central Asia
Afghanistan is the closest gateway for the five Central Asian states to the sea.
Therefore, peace in Afghanistan holds the promise of unlocking international trade
routes for landlocked nations, connecting them to the Indian Ocean. With the
exception of Turkmenistan, the regions’ capitals are a minimum 4,000km away from
the nearest port (Chowdhury & Erdenebileg, 2006). Due to the security vacuum in
Afghanistan, these countries are now mostly dependent on Russian transit routes
through Kazakhstan. Afghanistan could provide a secure transit route from its
northern border with Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan through to its southern
border to Pakistan, thereby providing Central Asia with a door to the world. The
Eurasian landmass would thus regain vital connectivity.
The Afghan transit route is closer to the sea and eventually less costly compared to
the Russian-controlled Northern Corridor to Europe. The closest open sea European
14
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port available to Central Asian countries is Riga in the Baltic Sea, 4,300 km away,
used since the days of the Soviet Union. Meanwhile, the distance to the Pakistani port
of Karachi via Afghanistan is only 2,385km from Dushanbe and 3,800km for Almaty;
the former being the closest, and the latter the farthest Central Asian capital. Shorter
distances translate to gains in cost and time.
The further an area is from the sea, the more obstacles it has to trade and
development. Typically, the trade volume of landlocked least developed countries is
but a quarter of coastal states. Transport costs for landlocked countries are three
times greater and outweigh any other cost factor, such as tariffs (Chowdhury &
Erdenebileg 2006). Therefore, landlocked Central Asian Republics are faced with high
transportation costs that reduce the competitiveness of their economies compared to
coastal economies. Hence, peace in Afghanistan means fewer expenses on imports
and more competitiveness in exports, leading to a substantial leap in human
development for the 100 million inhabitants of Central Asia.
From Karachi to:
Tashkent
Alamaty
Bishkek
Dushanbe

Via Islamic Republic of Iran
3,999 km
4,988 km
4,708 km
5,075 km

Via Afghanistan
2,812 km
3,350 km
3,655 km
2,385 km

Table 1: Distance of Central Asian Capitals to Karachi port, Pakistan
Capital
Route
Distance
Tashkent
Via Turkmenistan
2,799 km
Almaty
Via Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan
3,612 km
Bishkek
via Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan
3,430 km
Dushanbe
Via Afghanistan
2,490 km
Ashgabat
Direct Border
1,852 km
Table 2: Distance of Central Asian Capitals to Chabahar port, Iran

Capital
Tashkent
Almaty
Bishkek
Dushanbe
Ashgabat

Distance
4,301 km
4,865 km
4,662 km
4,767 km
4,213 km

Table 3: Distance of Central Asian Capitals to Port Riga, Baltic Sea
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Chronic energy shortages in South Asia
Besides the transit of goods between Central and South Asia through Afghanistan,
peace in Afghanistan holds the promise of addressing a chronic shortage of energy.
South Asia is a vast and continually growing market in dire need of energy, not least
India and Pakistan. Central Asia is rich in both fossil fuels (oil and gas), renewable
energy capacity (hydropower), and rare minerals (uranium). At the moment, the
region is almost singularly dependent on Russian and Chinese supply and distribution
networks. Enormous game-changing projects such as the Turkmenistan-AfghanistanPakistan-India (TAPI) pipeline – a $7.6 billion, 1,814km long project – and the Central
Asia-South Asia (CASA-1000) power transmission line have been delayed for several
decades due to instability in Afghanistan.
Peace would be a game-changer. According to the World Bank, there are 50 million
people without access to an electricity grid in Pakistan (Fang Z. 2018); the numbers
increase in the summer and winter when energy consumption is more intensive. The
same report suggests that, “Connecting all of Pakistan’s population to the grid and
increasing the supply of electricity to 24 hours a day would increase total household
income by at least $4.5 billion a year and avoid $8.4 billion in business losses.”
According to Pakistan’s Ministry of Water and Power, the country faces an average
energy shortfall of 4,000-5,000 MW. Research suggests that households face six to
eight hours of power shortages daily, and 66 percent of businesses consider power
deficits as the biggest obstacle for their growth and increased profitability
(Muhammad Salar Khan, 2018).
Fortunately for countries in the region, the CASA-1000 power transmission project
was designed to address this very challenge. This 1,200 km power transmission line
(Pannier, 2019) could bring about 300 MW of electricity to Afghanistan and another
1,000 MW to Pakistan annually. The construction of this infrastructure will commence
in 2021, enabling Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan to export 5.5 billion kWh (Export.gov,
Tajikistan -Energy 2019). The project has the backing of all relevant stakeholders:
regional governments (Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, Tajikistan), international
donors (the US State Department), as well as multilateral institutions (World Bank
16
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Group, the Islamic Development Bank, the US Agency for International Development,
the UK Department for International Development, and the Australian Agency for
International Development).
Prime Minister Modi’s Central Asia policy is also firmly behind the $7.6 billion TAPI
pipeline project, designed to transmit Turkmenistan’s gas to Pakistan and India
through Afghanistan. India is also keen to secure access to thousands of tons of
uranium for its nuclear reactors, signing separate agreements with Kazakhstan and
Uzbekistan (Manoj, 2018). Viewing Central Asia as a region, a market and a transit
country for its exports, New Delhi has invested substantially in the Iranian port of
Chabahar.
Connecting Central Asia to South Asia via Afghanistan will result in the trade of energy
and goods for both markets. This economic interdependence will, for the first time in
modern history, shift the calculus of the region from a security focus to an economic
one where mutual interest is achieved by ensuring greater stability and economic
sustainability of the collective, which would be a fundamental transformation of the
region.

Filling the Security Vacuum
Historically, the Taliban hosted several Islamic militant groups and have provided
them with “organizational and logistic support” (Gusev, 2020). The Doha Agreement
between the US and the Taliban is designed to ensure that the group no longer
harbors international terrorist groups. If realized, Afghanistan’s peace process should
curtail the operational scope of al-Qaeda affiliates, such as the Islamic Movement of
Uzbekistan (IMU), the Pakistan-based Lashkar-e-Taiba, the Uyghur East Turkistan
Islamic Movement (ETIM), and Tajik radical elements. Clearly, peace in Afghanistan
will contribute substantially to the containment of radicalization across Central Asia.
In addition to the local jihadist groups and ISIS-affiliates from the Middle East have
used Afghanistan’s ongoing conflict to penetrate Central Asia. During the height of
the Islamic State in Syria and Iraq (2014-2015), it is estimated that over 5,000
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Central-Asian

nationals

joined

the

ranks

of

local

terrorist

affiliates

(Redazione@ispionline.it, 2019). Since the defeat of these forces, the fear that these
fighters will return with firsthand military experience (Helf, G., 2019) hovers over
Central Asia just as it does across Europe.
The allegiance of terrorist affiliates appears to be fluctuating between the global
“brands” of al-Qaeda and ISIS. The Uzbek IMU proclaimed its allegiance to ISIS in
2015; soon, they shifted their allegiance again to al-Qaeda and the Taliban (United
Nations Security Council, 2011), not least because the Taliban responded with ironfist reprisals, targeting civilians. Another reason may very well be the ISIS defeat in
Syria, which left IMU’s Middle East affiliate “Imam Bukhari Brigade (IBB)” (Jacob
Zenn, 2017) with no option but to seek cordial relations with al-Qaeda and the
Taliban.
As visible in the relationship between IMU and the Taliban, it is almost impossible for
insurgencies to live without a haven in the area. The Taliban has established safe
havens in Pakistan and subsequently provide Central Asian militant groups refuge
and safe passage, including Uyghur militants. Undoubtedly, should the Taliban uphold
the peace agreement, militant groups across Central Asia will be suffocated.
Hence, peace in Afghanistan would provide development momentum to the entire
politically and economically interconnected region between Central and South Asia,
facilitating the flow of goods and energy and disrupting terrorist activity. Afghanistan
is not only the closest transit route for Central Asia to the Indian Ocean, South East
and international markets. Afghanistan is the obvious conduit for energy from Central
to South East Asia, promising to boost the continent’s human development.
Furthermore, a genuine political settlement would effectively cripple Islamic militancy
in Afghanistan and deprive Central Asian Islamic militants of shelter and an
operational launchpad. Therefore, it will be in the core interests of Central Asian
states to seize the opportunity and participate in the peace process in a manner that
ensures long-lasting peace and stability of the region.
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Fostering Regional Cooperation
For decades, Central Asia has failed to advance the cause of regional integration,
economic or political. There are three notable attempts to create a regional platform
of multilateral governance in the region, to enhance normative alignment, market
integration, and collective security: a) the Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO),
b) the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC), and c) the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO). Each of these organizations was born out
of unique circumstances, each failing to pave the way towards a regional identity or
common political project across South or Central Asia. In the current context, these
platforms have, once again, failed to project a narrative of common purpose, even
against the universal threat of COVID-19.
Overall, multilateral cooperation is not advanced in either Central or South Asia,
where hegemonic policies prevail and regional powerhouses seek to carve out their
own sphere of influence. However, peace in Afghanistan does have the potential of
catalyzing the development of connectivity infrastructure that can transform the
relationship between regional rivals, breathing new life into existing regional
initiatives.
III.

Conflict and infectious disease

Numerous studies are documenting the catalytic role of conflict in spreading disease.
Two recent case studies are worth citing in this respect.
A Word Health Organization (WHO) study points to the outbreak of Marburg
hemorrhagic fever in Durba, Northeastern DRC, from October 1998 through
September 2000. That was the first outbreak of its kind in a rural area and natural
conditions (154 cases, CFR 83 percent); the virus is believed to have been introduced
by Congolese rebels and Ugandan soldiers fighting in the region (Gayer, Legros,
Formenty, & Connolly, 2007).
Similarly, Malaria had been virtually eliminated in Tajikistan in the early 1960s,
resurfacing after the civil war in the early 1990s (1992-1993). Before 1992, there
were only 200–300 reported cases a year (3). Following the civil war, over 100,000
19
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Tajiks fled to Afghanistan in 1993, returning as carriers of Malaria to Tajikistan in
1994. The ensuing malaria outbreak (Plasmodium falciparum) was the first of its kind
in 35 years in the post-Soviet Republic (Gayer, Legros, Formenty, & Connolly, 2007).
Regarding the impact of infectious disease on ongoing conflict, there is minimal
research. Again, two recent case studies are worth considering.
The Ebola Virus (EVD) outbreak in Western Africa in 2014-2015 affected Guinea,
Liberia and Sierra Leone. All three countries responded forcefully in their effort to
contain the epidemic, leading to further civil violence as public institutions are not
trusted throughout the region (Gonzalez-Torres & Esposito, 2017).
Torres and Esposito argue that epidemics affect the relationship between individuals,
families, state and society. Epidemics forcefully challenge the social contract in at
least three respects: firstly, the state’s response to an epidemic will often entail
coercive measures to halt contagion, challenging human rights standards; secondly,
the state’s ability to guarantee access to public goods is put to the test, particularly
public health; thirdly, epidemics challenge deeply ingrained cultural norms, such as
burial practices. The authors hypothesize that a situation that challenges this wide
spectrum of legal and cultural norms will heighten instances of public unrest and
disobedience, particularly in a political context in which trust in public institutions is
not significant to begin with (Gonzalez-Torres & Esposito, 2017).

The Covid-19 Pandemic in Afghanistan
The World Health Organization declared Covid-19 to be a public health emergency of
international concern in January 2020, and provided temporary policy guidelines
(World Health Organization, 2020).
The first confirmed Covid-19 case in Afghanistan was in the city of Herat on 24
February 2020 (Saif, 2020). With an estimated population of about 35 million,
Afghanistan was particularly vulnerable for a variety of reasons: an extremely
underfunded health sector meant very few hospitals in major urban centers were
equipped with Covid-19 testing facilities ((Kermani, 2020)), which translated to 800
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tests a day. Moreover, 150,000 migrants were forcefully repatriated to Afghanistan,
including 60,000 from the Islamic Republic of Iran, a country that was at the epicenter
of the pandemic at the time (World Politics Review, 2020).
Furthermore, Afghan communal culture made citizens particularly prone to spreading
the virus. Hugging, handshakes, daily prayer congregations and large condensed
family events meant social distancing and precautionary measures would face greater
resistance than expected. Afghanistan’s extreme aid dependency also meant that the
slowing of international trade due to Covid-19 restrictions would greatly damage the
economy, the major risk being food insecurity for millions of citizens across the
country.
On top of all these challenges was the ongoing war across the country with the
Taliban. The conflict meant that health services were inaccessible to large parts of
the population due to targeted attacks on health personnel and facilities.
For all these reasons, the Covid-19 pandemic was recognized as a massive threat to
life across the country, creating a sense of panic among decision-makers. Lockdowns
in major cities were announced, with various degrees of enforcement. Non-essential
public services were shut down, massive media outreach and awareness campaigns
were launched, and the country went on a quarantine, hoping this would be the
saving grace against the pandemic. Despite all these challenges, the Covid-19
pandemic had an unexpected impact on the deadlocked peace process.

Impact on Taliban Prisoner Release
One of the main obstacles preventing the start of direct negotiations with the Taliban
was the pending question of prisoners’ release. For the first time amid similar
negotiations, the pandemic introduced a “positive spin” to the prospect of releasing
5,000 Taliban prisoners from government-controlled jails in Afghanistan. After all,
condensed overpopulated prisons were potential amplifiers for spreading this air-born
infectious virus presenting a danger to the general population. After all, chronic
disease is a common feature among prisoners, making them a high-risk demographic
(Hurley, 2020). Measures had to be taken to prevent massive loss of life.
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After much deliberation, President Ashraf Ghani issued a decree to release 12,000
inmates to prevent the spread of the coronavirus (Sblendorio, 2020). These were
non-militant inmates, mostly of old age, women and chronically ill patients. The
release was welcome both by public opinion and Washington, providing the
government with room for maneuver.
With public sentiment less antagonistic, the ground was set for the government to
demonstrate flexibility on this issue. Ashraf Ghani signed a decree on his inauguration
day ordering a staged gradual release of up to 2,000 Taliban prisoners. The Taliban
welcomed this move, but the pressure to meet the 5,000 prisoners' benchmark
continued. However, the ice was broken, and the road for direct negotiations between
the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan and the Taliban was open.

Breaking the Political Impasse
In sum, the COVID-19 pandemic played a catalytic role at a critical juncture of the
peace process. The disputed 2019 Presidential elections created a political impasse
and peace negotiations stalled. The dual claim to power reached its climax on 9 March
2020 when both Ashraf Ghani and Abdullah Abdullah held public inauguration
ceremonies, further polarizing and complicating the fragile state of affairs. Abdullah
Abdullah started appointing and introducing provincial governors across the country,
thereby risking armed confrontation.
Washington mounted pressure on Kabul, threatening full troop withdrawal. Against
the background of a surging epidemic in the US and the political climate in
Washington, the threat appeared credible, and this was a possibility both sides
wanted to avoid (Al-Jazeera, 2020). Unlike 2014, when US Secretary of State John
Kerry brokered a National Unity Government between the two actors, Washington
took a back seat. This time, the mediation process was driven by former President
Karzai and Jihadi Leader Rasool Sayaaf, who successfully brokered a deal between
the two camps.
The sense of urgency was real. The Ministry of Health reported a rapid spread in
confirmed Covid-19 cases, which reached 2,469 cases and over 70 deaths (ToloNews,
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2020). The unofficial toll of the pandemic was much higher due to the country’s
limited testing capacity, while families hide the cause of death due to the social stigma
attached to the disease.
Furthermore, a global economic crisis was nearing. Global travel restrictions were in
full effect (IOM, 2020), and projections of a post-Covid global economic stagnation
meant there would be less donor support for countries like Afghanistan. There is now
a greater sense of urgency to bridge political cleavages as Afghanistan is nearing the
Geneva Donor Pledging Conference scheduled for November 2020 (Finland, 2020).
Donors have made clear that against the background of stagnating economies, it will
be politically difficult to commit large sums over a long period of time for a deeply
divided country, which, for an aid-dependent country like Afghanistan, is an
existential threat.
After two months of backdoor negotiations a political agreement was signed on 17
May 2020 between Ashraf Ghani and Abdullah Abdullah, which essentially divided
cabinet positions equally among both camps paving the way for the establishment of
a High Council for National Reconciliation that will keep the peace process on track.
The negotiation team of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan was endorsed, removing
the second major obstacle towards the peace process’s progression.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The opportunity to realistically end the 40-year conflict in Afghanistan must be seized
by all, particularly by states in Central Asia. The Covid-19 pandemic surprisingly
pushed the process forward, breaking through the political impasse and forcing sides
to engage in direct negotiations.
Considering the US is committed to withdrawing troops from Afghanistan and ending
its longest war, the region has no option but to accept that the age in which NATO
guarantees security in Afghanistan is coming to an end. The risks of a security
vacuum and the resurgence of civil conflict is real, and the opportunity cost of losing
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peace is enormous. The region risks the empowerment of militant groups across
Central Asia, prolonging chronic underdevelopment and lack of connectivity.
The current sense of urgency underpinned by the grim realities of the Covid-19
pandemic presents an opportunity that could change the course of events. Naturally,
there are no guarantees about how these events will play out. For instance, if key
members of the negotiation team contract the virus, there is a question of how that
will impact negotiations, for which there is no straightforward answer.
Historically, individual negotiators matter. Peace deals have been adversely affected
by the death of key negotiating members. President Woodrow Wilson’s Spanish Flu
infection, for instance, would be detrimental to the outcome of the 1919 Paris peace
negotiations (Opal, 2019). Similarly, the death of the Taliban leader Mullah Omar’s
as peace negotiations with the Afghan government were on track in 2015 derailed
the process (Bezhan & Jalalzai, 2015).
Therefore, the opportunity should be taken before it is too late. The disease is said
to be spreading among the ranks of the Taliban leadership. Mullah Yaqoob – the son
of movement’s founder – is seizing the moment to bolster his authority; it is said that
he is inclined to support the peace process. Meanwhile, high-profile government
officials have caught the virus while a senior advisor to the president succumbed to
the disease. In sum, the context of the negotiations is too fluid for any result to be
taken for granted.
Therefore, Central Asian stakeholders to the process should do as much as possible
to play a constructive role in Afghanistan’s peace process. We believe this effort can
take shape in the form of two pillars:
Economic Pillar: Central Asian states, Afghanistan, Pakistan, India and Iran (5+4)
should create a regional cooperation framework to facilitate trade in goods and
energy throughout the region.
All of the 5+4 group are members of regional organizations with overlapping
membership: the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, SAARC, and ECO. For the
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moment, these multilateral platforms are deadlocked due to great or regional power
rivalry. In this context, the Afghanistan peace process should be taken as a historically
unprecedented opportunity to bolster multilateral cooperation. Thus, there is a need
for a tangible initiative that will engage the 5+4 group and offer a concrete and
forward looking-vision of region-wide connectivity in trade, transport, and energy. At
this stage, such an initiative could focus on soft infrastructures, such as harmonizing
customs and tariff regimes, laying the foundations for the development of hard
infrastructure.
Security Pillar: The 5+4 group of states should prepare for a future without NATO
as a security guarantor in the region, realizing the transnational threat of a new
generation of Jihadism that threatens not “a state” but “the state.” The opportunity
cost of not achieving peace in Afghanistan and allowing the 40-year old conflict to
fester is hard to overstate, as regional affiliates of worldwide networks must not be
allowed to consolidate a base of operations. Despite undeniable and far-reaching
geopolitical cleavages throughout the region, it should be understood that the current
context of the peace process in Afghanistan presents the region with an opportunity
that is rare and may not be repeated. A multilateral security agreement is now
possible, and regional security stakeholders should work to make it probable.
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Chapter 2: India’s Post-Covid Changing Economic and
Strategic Dynamics
Gulshan Sachdeva1

Introduction
India’s economic and security engagements with the outside world have undergone
a serious transformation over the previous three decades. In the last six months,
however, economic and strategic dynamics are changing significantly. This shift has
resulted from the health and economic implications of the COVID-19 pandemic as
well as border tensions between India and China. The combination of economic stress
and strategic choices as a result of these developments will be felt on Indian
economic and foreign policies in the coming years. In turn, it will shape India’s
integration within the evolving Asian economic architecture and sharpen its strategic
engagements with the US and within the Indo-Pacific region.

The Unfolding COVID19 Situation
The Covid-19 pandemic has changed the world dramatically. The virus has infected
over 31 million people at the time of writing, and close to a million have died. The
situation is still unfolding. The geography of the virus is changing and expanding. At
the onset of the pandemic, it was discussed in the context of China and Iran, then
Europe and the US. It later expanded to Russia, Turkey, Latin America, and the Middle
East.
Most countries are adapting their policies on managing COVID-19. They are changing
their approach based on new information available on the nature of the virus and
global experiences of dealing with the crisis. Initially, to deal with the disease,
broadly, two approaches emerged. As it first affected China and Europe, other
countries looked at their responses. The Chinese approach was to execute a strict
1
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lockdown of entire areas, quarantine residents, establish large-scale temporary
hospitals and keep affected areas quarantined for a sufficient period. The main focus
was on disrupting transmission. After the initial bungling, China’s response showed
that it was possible to control the epidemic if sufficient resources are mobilised.
The European approach, on the other hand, seemed to suggest that very little can
be done once the virus enters communities. It will take some time to develop
treatment, vaccination and immunity. Lockdowns and border closures appear to be a
good idea at the beginning, but prove ineffective in the medium term. Strict
lockdowns will, at the same time, significantly harm economies and societies. So, the
strategy became one where populations live with the virus while applying caution and
minimising the adverse impact. Periodical restrictions and lockdowns were required
to avoid overwhelming health facilities. The South Korean model of aggressive testing
also found appeal in some European countries. Europe did not follow the Chinese
approach, but responses clearly differed in the UK, Sweden, Germany, France, Spain
and Italy. While some countries went for relatively strict lockdowns (Italy, Spain),
others relied on ‘herd immunity’ (Sweden, UK).
After observing Europe and, later, the US struggling with the situation, India initially
tried to copy the Chinese approach with a strict lockdown. The model appealed
because of the relatively small number of initial infections, the size of its population,
inadequate medical infrastructure and limited global economic integration. Initially
Indian policy makers thought that due to one of the longest and strictest lockdowns
globally, India might be able to avoid a serious health crisis. Apart from delaying the
spread, however, the policy has not been very effective. Besides economic costs, it
also created an unprecedented migrant crisis. Migrant workers working in the
informal sector in large cities suddenly lost their jobs. Without employment, money
or public transportation due to its shutting down, hundreds of thousands of migrants
just walked back to their villages. The virus that was initially only active in large cities
also spread throughout the country.
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The virus is now extremely active in India. With close to 6 million infections, India is
second only to the US in the number of cases. The daily reporting of figures is close
to 100,000 with a circa 1,000 death toll. Of course, with 1.3 billion people, India is
one of the two most populous countries in the world. In comparison, India’s infection
rate appears less alarming. However, the initial governmental response was to shut
down the whole economy for months. Despite the rising number of infections, the
process of easing the lockdown has started; the economy may take months to bounce
back.

The Economic Impact
Although the Indian economy has performed well in the last three decades, a
slowdown was evident even before the COVID-19 crisis hit the country in 2020. Since
the early 1990s, the country has transitioned from being excessively inward-oriented
to a globally-integrated economy. As a result of new policies, it became one of the
fastest-growing economies in the world. For the 30 years since 1990-91, economic
growth averaged 6.5 percent per year. Despite the challenges of the global economic
slowdown, energy security concerns, extreme poverty, poor infrastructure, regional
disparities, and home security, rapid growth in India is projected to continue. The
main drivers of growth are a favourable demographic outlook, a large and growing
middle class, a strong information technology sector, and infrastructure-focused
investments.
Compared to recent high growth rates, the recorded growth rate in financial year
(FY2) 2019 was only 4.2 percent. This slower rate was against a 6.1 percent
expansion in FY 2018. Since mid-March 2020, India has seen a very long and strict
lockdown, which coincided with what the International Monetary Fund has called the
“great global lockdown”. Its economic impact is now clearly evident. In the second
quarter of 2020 (April-June), the Indian economy contracted by 24 per cent. It is the
biggest contraction recorded in decades and the sharpest decline recorded among
G20 countries. The impact of the prolonged lockdown and the continuous surge in
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coronavirus cases may result in further serious economic depression. The Asian
Development Bank has recently predicted that growth may contract by 9 percent in
FY2020. However, a strong rebound of the economy with growth ranging from 6.2
percent in FY 2021 and 8 percent in 2022 is possible.3

The steep and sudden

economic decline in 2020 will seriously impact trade, investment, employment,
poverty and India’s integration with the Asian and global economies.

The Strategic Consequences of India’s Economic Performance
Traditionally, the Indian economy was dependent on markets in Europe and the US.
In the last 25 years, there has been a rapid integration of the Indian economy within
Asia, which has been reinforced by India’s Look-East policy (recently Act-East)
initiated in the early 1990s. This was evident from the rapidly increasing India-China
as well as India-ASEAN trade. As a result, India has been simultaneously adapting to
economic globalisation and the emerging balance of power.
Against this backdrop of an emerging India, Prime Minister Narendra Modi received
a decisive mandate in the 2014 parliamentary elections. His Bhartiya Janata Party
(BJP) campaigned on the promise to boost economic growth by improving
productivity prioritising manufacturing, agriculture, infrastructure and housing. This
manifesto of modernisation also promised 100 smart cities, a high-speed railway
network and industrial corridors. Broadly speaking, this reform program was building
on initated policy lines aimed at accelerating the pace, particularly in areas such as
labour reforms, energy sector deregulation and privatisation. The Modi government
also focused on administrative reforms and efficiency in public services with
campaigns such as ‘Make in India’, ‘Clean India’, and ‘Digital India’ campaigns. The
cumulative effect was to improve investor sentiment and return to persistently high
(8-9 percent) growth.
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Notwithstanding the ambition, economic success has been limited. Despite Modi’s
2014 and 2019 landslides, the Modi government has faced significant challenges in
fully implementing its economic agenda. One of the major economic policy initiatives
was demonetisation. In December 2016, the government introduced the decisive but
controversial measure of withdrawing from circulation 500 and 1,000-rupee notes,
which made up 86 percent of the country's currency stock. The main objective was
to strike a blow at the heart of the informal economy, stop corruption and end terror
financing. Although this created tremendous hardships, it is becoming clear that
hardly any of the objectives associated with this measure have been achieved. Cash
transactions have rebounded at 99 percent of the level they were. In another major
initiative, the Goods and Services (GST) tax was introduced. The GST is a single value
added tax on all goods and services sold for domestic consumption. It has replaced
multiple indirect taxes under one consolidated single tax rate across India.
One generation has grown in an India that is looking to the global economy, which
has helped India review its traditional partnerships with the developing world and
forge new partnerships with all major powers. Starting with South Africa in 1997 and
France in 1998, India has now established strategic partnerships with more than 30
countries or groupings. These include strategic partnerships with Russia (2000),
Germany (2001), the US (2004), the UK (2004), the EU (2004), Indonesia (2005),
Japan (2006), Brazil (2006), Vietnam (2007), Nigeria (2007), Australia (2009),
Malaysia (2010), South Korea (2010), Saudi Arabia (2010), the ASEAN (2012),
Singapore (2015), the UAE (2015) and Israel (2017). Apart from the ‘special and
privileged’ partnership with Russia within the Eurasian region, India has already
signed four important strategic partnerships with Kazakhstan (2009), Uzbekistan
(2011), Afghanistan (2011) and Tajikistan (2012). In addition, it has elevated its
relations with Mongolia to a ‘comprehensive partnership’ (2015).
At the beginning of the decade, India was looking beyond bilateralism to multilateral
integration with a number of parallel initiatives: the South Asian Association for
Regional Cooperation (SAARC), the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA), the BrazilRussia- India- China-South Africa (BRICS), India-Brazil-South Africa (IBSA), Russia33
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India-China (RIC), the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), and the G-20
forum. Furthermore, India has been engaged in Afghanistan centric forums like the
Regional Economic Cooperation Conference on Afghanistan (RECCA) and the Heart
of Asia process.
This multilateral engagement advanced the project of creating extended free trade
areas. India has signed two dozen trade and transit agreements: the South Asian
Free Trade Area (SAFTA); three Indian-ASEAN Agreements on trade, investment and
services; the bilateral Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreements (CECAs)
with Japan, South Korea, Singapore, Malaysia; bilateral trade and transit agreements
with Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Chile, Nepal and Sri Lanka. In addition, New
Delhi has also concluded framework agreements with MERCOSUR and the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC).
But the momentum for Free Trade Agreements is waning. The last one signed was
six years ago, before Prime Minister Narendra Modi came to office. The India-EU FTA
negotiations have been frozen since 2013. India was participating in Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) negotiations and was expected to join
the 10 ASEAN Member States grouping: Australia, China, India, Japan, Korea and
New Zealand. At the last minute, however, India withdrew. Study groups continue
on the wider 19-member state framing of COMESA to encompass the Common Market
for East and South Africa, the Eurasian Economic Union, and the US.
Another regional initiative is the Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation
(BIMSTEC) Free Trade Agreement (FTA) negotiated between Bangladesh, Bhutan,
India, Myanmar, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Thailand. The idea is to cement a sub-regional
cooperation framework around the Bay of Bengal. India remains a significant player
in this South-South Cooperation framework, providing soft loans, assisting capacity
building and granting assistance projects across the neighbourhood and Africa. New
Delhi has also undertaken major connectivity projects through International NorthSouth Transport Corridor, India –ASEAN connectivity and the Asia-Africa Growth
Corridor.
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The slowdown in the multilateral agenda does not reflect a slowdown in the drive for
India’s international engagement; it is more of a turn towards bilateralism. Leading
Indian strategist Brahma Chellaney argues that the Modi government’s “nondoctrinaire foreign-policy approach” is fuelled by domestic ideas (‘Make in India’ and
‘Digital India’) with the objective of “taking India from non-alignment to multialignment”.4 External affairs minister Subrahmanyam Jaishankar writes in his recent
book that in the changing geopolitical landscape, India has “to engage America,
manage China, cultivate Europe, reassure Russia, bring Japan into play, draw
neighbours in, extend the neighbourhood and expand traditional constituencies of
support”.5 In the last six years Narendra Modi has visited more than 60 countries in
six continents. The former foreign secretary Kanwal Sibal wrote that “Modi has
energetically expanded the political, security and economic reach of Indian
diplomacy”.6

Transformational Changes in Ties with the US and China
The Sino-American escalation at this point in time coincides with New Delhi’s own
difficulties in managing its ties with Beijing.7 The border standoff between India and
China in May 2020 has brought the two countries to their lowest point in decades
and New Delhi sees its relationship with Washington as a counterbalancing factor.
For most of the Cold War period, India and the US were ‘estranged democracies.’ In
the 1980s, successive US administrations recognised India’s potential to shape the
emerging balance of power in Asia.8 A turning point was reached between US
President George W Bush and Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, who laid the
foundations for a productive strategic partnership through civil nuclear and defence

4

Brahma Chellaney” The Global Pragmatist” 22 May 2015, The Open Magazine,
http://www.openthemagazine.com/article/voices/narendra-modi-the-global-pragmatist
5 S Jaishankar, The India Way: Strategies for an Uncertain World (New Delhi: Harper Collins, 2020), p.32.
6 Kanwal Siibal, “The Modi Style of Diplomacy: Many Hits and Some Misses” The Hindustan Times, 31 December 2015,
http://www.hindustantimes.com/columns/the-modi-style-of-diplomacy-many-hits-and-some-misses/storyZLB3DO629Ty7PzNhSycrJI.html
7 Ashley J Tellis, Unity in Difference: Overcoming the US India Divide (Washington DC: Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, 2015); Brahma Chellaney, “China Pushes Natural Allies India, Japan Closer to US” The Sunday Guardian” May 30 2010.
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C Raja Mohan, “Modi’s American Engagement”, Seminar,
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framework agreements. The partnership retained its momentum during the Obama
years. Barack Obama was the first US President to visit India in January 2015,
asserting that “India’s ‘Act-East Policy’ and the US Pivot to the Pacific provide
opportunities for India, the United States, and other Asia-Pacific countries to
strengthen regional ties”.9
Prime Minister Modi further energised the relationship. The India-American dialogue
has evolved through the “2+2 ministerial dialogue” ministerial framework: foreign
and defence ministers; commercial dialogue; economic and financial partnership;
trade policy forum; energy partnership; and homeland security dialogue. There are
now more than 40 bilateral dialogue mechanisms and defense cooperation is
emerging as a pillar of the relationship, encompassing military procurement, joint
exercises, collaboration in maritime security, and exchanges between all branches of
the two countries’ armed services.
According to the Indian foreign office, “shared democratic values and growing
convergence on bilateral, regional, and global issues have provided a strong base for
India US relations, which have now evolved into a strategic partnership of global
significance”.10 The two countries are also formulating a Joint Strategic Vision
Statement to “promote accelerated infrastructure connectivity and economic
development in a manner that links South, Southeast and Central Asia”. 11 India
supported American presence in Afghanistan, while the New Silk Road vision outlined
by the US coincided with Indian desires for a larger Eurasia presence.
While New Delhi will be working together with Washington in Asia, India has to adapt
its policies to the reality of a reduced US footprint in Afghanistan and Central Asia.
During President Donald Trump’s visit to India in February 2020, the level of strategic
partnership was raised to a “comprehensive global strategic partnership”. Strategic

9
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11 Ministry of External Affairs, US-India Joint Strategic Vision for the Asia-Pacific and Indian Ocean Region, 25 January 2015,
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convergence in the Indo-Pacific region was highlighted. 12 Prime Minister Modi
asserted that the India-US relationship is the “most important partnership of the 21 st
century”.13 Recently, the US Secretary Pompeo said that “India is a rising US defence
and security partner in the Indo-Pacific and globally”. In addition, he also asserted
that “it is important that democracies like ours work together, especially as we see
more clearly than ever the true scope of challenges posed by the Chinese Communist
Party.”14
Like their counterparts in most other Asian countries, the biggest challenge for Indian
policy makers is managing relations with China. At the moment, there is still a huge
asymmetry between the two economies. Since both are rising powers in the same
part of the world, there are bound to be tensions. Many scholars have posited that
India-China relations consist of four Cs: conflict, competition, cooperation and
containment. Traditionally, South Asia was considered to be an Indian area of
influence. Its history, geography, religions, languages and culture favour India. China
tried to balance this reality by forging a closer strategic cooperative framework with
Pakistan.
While China’s economic might and maritime footprint become more regionally
significant, India’s position is being seriously challenged. China’s expansion into South
Asia is accelerating via the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Furthermore, the ChinaPakistan nexus is already hindering India’s strategic positioning in the region and
restrains New Delhi’s options in South and Central Asia. The US exit from Afghanistan
will further limit India’s regional outreach. With an economy that is five times India’s,
Beijing has been relaxed about New Delhi’s regional role. For Beijing, improvement
in trade, investment and connectivity with India is mutually beneficial. New Delhi,
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however, seems to be uncertain. For many years, India opened its sizable market for
Chinese goods but has not seen an inflow of foreign direct investment in return.
One of the main sources of tension between India and China is their shared but
disputed border. In 1993, an agreement on the maintenance of peace and tranquillity
along the Line of Actual Control (LAC) was signed, and so far 18 rounds of talks on
the boundary question have been held. Incidents of Chinese troops crossing over to
Indian territory have been common but the governments, over the years, have played
them down. The recent border tensions are the most serious in decades. Since May
2020, Asia’s two largest militaries are facing repeated face-offs at multiple locations.
There has been casualties from both sides. Twenty Indian soldiers have lost their
lives. Although serious diplomatic and military engagements are happening at the
Foreign Ministers and Defence Ministers level, the situation remains tense.
New Delhi is bolstering its own military procurement program in an attempt to
balance Chinese expansion in the region. India is also developing partnerships with
ASEAN, Japan, and the US. As well as participating in the QUAD initiative, New Delhi
is raising concerns about various BRI projects. As a result of recent border tensions,
India has banned a large number of Chinese apps and is also applying special
provisions to monitor Chinese investments. This cautious approach emphasises a
determination to decouple the Indian economy from China, pronouncing a new Atma

Nirbhar Bharat (self-reliance) foreign policy doctrine.
Special Partnership with Russia
Despite India’s increasingly closer ties with the US and Europe, Russia continues to
be a valuable partner of India. Moscow played a useful facilitating role between Indian
and Chinese Defense Ministers in Moscow as the military standoff evolved earlier this
year. In the current geopolitical scenario, the Russian government is keen to contain
India-China conflict escalation. It is clear that rising tensions will push India further
towards Washington, which Moscow would like to avoid. Over the years, the main
pillars of the Indo-Russian relationship are strategic congruence, defence ties, nuclear
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power and hydrocarbons. Except for a very brief period of the early 1990s, India and
Russia have maintained excellent political relations.
In 2010, the bilateral relationship was upgraded to a ‘special and privileged strategic
partnership’.15 Prime Minister Modi went so far as to note that "even a child in India,
if asked to say who is India`s best friend, will reply it is Russia because Russia has
been with India in times of crisis”.16 In the 20 summits held since 2000, New Delhi
and Moscow have signed more than 200 agreements and memoranda of
understandings, and declarations, including in the areas of military and technical
cooperation, space, nuclear energy, hydrocarbons, trade and economics, counterterrorism, education and culture. Russia is India’s major supplier of arms,
hydrocarbons, and nuclear energy. On the Ukrainian crisis, India pursued a ‘balanced’
position of emphasising its respect for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of other
countries, but also supporting Russia’s ‘legitimate interest’ in the region. 17
As India never supported unilateral sanctions against any country, it did not support
Western sanctions against Russia. Along with China and South Africa, it also
abstained at the UN General Assembly resolution on Ukraine. Similarly, on Kashmir,
Moscow has consistently supported New Delhi unconditionally, irrespective of which
government is in office. Following the abrogation of Article 370 in Jammu and
Kashmir, Russia’s position was that this was the sovereign prerogative and,
ultimately, ‘an internal affair of India.’
In comparison, commercial ties remain underdeveloped. Despite many ambitious
targets set by various summits, annual bilateral trade remains below $10 billion.
Across Eurasia, Russia has been and will continue to be an important factor for India.
Attempts by Russia to integrate the region under its influence are for the most part
viewed positively by New Delhi. India worries that space vacated by a Russian
geopolitical retreat would likely be filled by its strategic rival China – or worse yet by
radical forces. Moreover, for India it is easier to work with Russia in Central Asia than
15
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any other regional or extra-regional power. In the long run, India will be much more
supportive of Russian integration designs in Eurasia than even China, as Indian and
Russian interests do not directly clash with each other in the region.
India continues to be an important arms market for Russia. According to SIPRI arms
transfer database, between 2001 and 2019, India bought weapons worth $35 billion
from Russia. This acquisition is about 70 percent of the Indian international military
procurement programme and a 30 percent share of Russia’s arms exports during the
same period. Due to Indian diversification, this ratio has declined slightly over the
last few years. With many new deals, including the S-400 surface-to-air missile
systems, frigates, Kamov helicopters, Russia may bounce back to its earlier position.
Despite India’s increasing closeness to Washington, the China-Russia bonhomie, and
an improvement in Russia-Pakistan ties, New Delhi’s relation with Moscow remains
one of trust on a wide agenda of national, regional, and global cooperation. In August
2019, during his interaction at the Valdai Club in Moscow, Jaishankar asserted that
the world has changed, India and Russia have changed but India-Russia relations
have remained ‘a stable factor in international life’18.

Western Neighbourhood
Due to difficult India-Pakistan relations, ties with Afghanistan and Iran are crucial for
India. Following the conclusion of the Iranian nuclear deal, Iran was emerging an
important player in India’s calculation for improving its role in the wider West and
Central Asian region. The US obsession with Iran and sanctions have complicated
matters for New Delhi. The Middle-East (or West Asian) region is important for many
reasons: civilisational linkages, energy dependence, trade and commercial ties, and
large Indian diaspora working in the region.
India is dependent on energy imports, two-thirds of which come from the MiddleEast. More than 6 million Indian workers in the region have made India the number
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one recipient country of global remittances. For the Central Asian region, India
announced its “Connect Central Asia” policy in 2012. Direct connectivity to Central
Asia is a serious issue. So far, economic ties with the region are limited due to IndiaPakistan relations and the situation in Afghanistan. At the same time, India-Pakistan
economic ties have been frozen since August 2019.
Over the years, India has been sceptical of negotiations with the Taliban in
Afghanistan. Despite reservations, New Delhi now supports the current peace process
so long as it is ‘Afghan led, Afghan owned and Afghan controlled’. New Delhi would
still like the US to play a crucial role in Afghanistan in the long run, fearing that
Pakistan and China may be stepping in to fill the geopolitical vacuum in the coming
years. It was always hoped that with political stability, Afghanistan has the potential
to become India’s bridge to Central and South Asian markets. In the current political
economy environment, as Indian ties to Pakistan and China are at their lowest point,
serious discussions about economic integration in the region have taken a back seat.

Conclusions
Although the pandemic is still unfolding, its health and economic impacts are clearly
visible in India. COVID-19 and India-China tensions are changing India’s economic
and foreign policy orientation. Current developments have created a new level of
mistrust between India and China and brought China and Pakistan closer. With
China’s assertiveness comes a closer alignment between New Delhi and Washington,
along with a will to develop closer ties with Japan, Australia and other partners that
have their own vision for Indo-Pacific cooperation.
At the same time, India has been looking for close cooperation with the EU,
particularly France, which has been a valuable strategic partner. Brexit’s imminence
also means India may be looking for new economic opportunities through a bilateral
trade deal with the UK. Indian economic performance in the coming years will
determine India’s role in evolving Asian security and economic architecture. If the
economic decline continues beyond 2020, India will have greater domestic political
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difficulties and may adopt a more defensive and protectionist position towards China.
This possibility became evident when India did not agree to be part of the Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership and hardening its position on Kashmir.
Much will depend on whether India is able to set itself on a trajectory of economic
conversion with China beyond 2020. India will also try to woo investors who may be
moving away from China. If in 2021 the Indian economy rebounds to the level of
economic growth it has come to expect over the last 25 years, New Delhi may restart
forging economic integration within Asia and relaunch security cooperation with the
US. Another key catalyst for developments in the region will be the success or failure
of the Afghan peace process. Over the last two decades, India’s importance was felt
by others mainly in the context of its high economic growth. In the wake of Chinese
assertiveness, however, India’s geopolitical importance is also likely to surge.
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Chapter 3: The Pandemic as a Litmus Test for
(Dis)Engagement of External Powers in Central Asia
Farrukh Irnazarov
Roman Vakulchuk

Abstract
This study provides an empirical overview of pandemic-related external assistance to
the Central Asian countries of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan by
partner countries and international organisations between March and September
2020. This state-of-the-art review of Central Asia official development assistance
extends to pledged funds beyond this period. The systemic comparison of donors
suggests that there is no single actor that stands out as a champion of economic
recovery; these are mostly small, token contributions. By contrast, targeted medical
assistance has been far more significant, albeit focused on short-term crisis
management of the pandemic. There has been only a handful of assistance projects
that reflect a long-term stake in Central Asia’s economic recovery and the pandemic
showed little evidence of the Great Game competition for regional geopolitical
influence. Thus, the relations between big powers and Central Asia need to be
reconsidered and given a new meaning that would better reflect the interests and
interaction between the two parties. The pandemic showed that these relations were
mainly pragmatic during the global health crisis with no external partner showing
interest in projecting and expanding strategic influence on the region. The region
needs to build its internal resilience against new crises and avoid excessive reliance
on external assistance in the long term.
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Highlights


External partners – including China, Russia, the US – focus on humanitarian
and emergency assistance to Central Asia.



Only the EU stands out for providing various long-term financial packages
aimed at economic recovery; however, even these remain limited in scope.



The EU has pledged €124 million to Central Asia; in contrast, it will allocate
€800 million to the ASEAN region.



International organisations could direct their efforts towards long-term
economic recovery in Central Asia.



The region needs to harmonise external development assistance with domestic
reforms to maximise impact.

Introduction
The pandemic hit the economy of both developed and developing nations badly, with
Central Asia receiving a double blow as they suffered domestically and from the
disruption of remittances. As a result, the importance of official development
assistance in dealing with the immediate crisis triggered by the pandemic has risen
significantly.
Four countries of the region – Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan –
have faced severe social and economic consequences of the pandemic and received
financial and humanitarian assistance from a variety of partners. Assuming “aid
diplomacy” has become a lever of influence in Central Asia, in our study, we analyse

who assisted these Central Asian countries to deal with the pandemic, and how,
addressing two research questions:
-

Have external partners used the pandemic as an opportunity to strengthen their
partnership with Central Asia and expand their influence in the region?

-

What are the consequences of external powers’ engagement or the lack thereof
with Central Asia?
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For centuries, Central Asia was the theatre of competition and collision between great
powers. The famous Great Game and more recently the New Great Game are
concepts informed by the geopolitics of Central Asia.19 Our assumption is that the
pandemic should have been an opportunity for those external powers who wish to
strengthen their presence and influence in the region.
Among relevant senior stakeholders, the EU has a singularly articulated strategic
narrative called “The EU and Central Asia: New Opportunities for a Stronger
Partnership”. Adopted in 2019, the EU strategic blueprint outlines major cooperation
areas focusing mainly on connectivity, complemented by EU member state strategies
towards the region that often pursue their own objectives in parallel or independently
from the overall framework. In 2020, the US published its own equivalent narrative
entitled “United States Strategy for Central Asia 2019-2025: Advancing Sovereignty
and Economic Prosperity”. The American blueprint envisages strengthening
sovereignty and connectivity of Central Asian states, including Afghanistan. That does
not appear to be linked or integrated with the European roadmap.
China’s strategic narrative is articulated through the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
that includes a range of infrastructure projects. That vision explores synergies but is
not necessarily aligned with the Russian vision for the region, as Moscow pursues the
advancement of the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU) project, maintains military
presence and draws on historical ties with the region. Other countries such as Iran,
Turkey and others have their own interests, positioning themselves to gain regional
advantages by exploiting greater geopolitical narratives to pursue their own
objectives.
Central Asia’s external stakeholders – China, the EU, Russia and the US – struggle to
cope with the impact of the pandemic, prioritising their domestic agenda of economic
recovery rather than international assistance. Be that as it may, it is interesting to
compare their attitude towards the region in this time of crisis. Our study reviews the

19
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flow of humanitarian and financial assistance from these external stakeholders to the
region, inclusive of multilateral agencies. It’s assumed that if external partners
consider Central Asia, or individual countries therein, of strategic significance, they
would see the pandemic as an opportunity to expand their foothold in Central Asia
by increasing financial investment. It thus holds an economic opportunity to stretch
their might to advance their agenda amid vulnerable local economies and societies.
That investment would be certain to yield diplomatic, economic and geopolitical
benefits.
Furthermore, we review cooperation between countries in the region, systematically
collecting data on intra-regional pandemic-related assistance, largely drawn from
publicly accessible secondary sources: reports of international organisations, local
and international media sources, and official statistics. We covered the period March
to September 2020. However, we acknowledge that this data may not be exhaustive
due to limited data availability in some countries or delays in communicating official
policy. This review may also miss other forms of indirect assistance such as debt
write-offs, debt restructuring, investment in government bonds, and other financial
interventions. For instance, many countries engaged in China’s BRI have called for a
review of credits and loans for BRI projects as the crisis unfolds. Although China has
been so far reluctant to discuss BRI-related debt restructuring, this discussion is likely
to be renewed.
Assistance from Partner Countries
China, the EU, Russia and the US have been the powers providing the most
substantial medical and humanitarian aid packages throughout the region (see Table
1). In addition, the UAE has stepped in with a generous programme covering the
whole Central Asian region. Other countries employed a more selective approach,
focusing on specific countries.
Chinese “mask diplomacy” was evenly dispersed across the region, with medical
missions that included experienced doctors, supplies and equipment. Russia focused
its assistance for EEU states, such as Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, sending medical
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missions with qualified professionals and supplies. US assistance was greater in
Kazakhstan, while support to Tajikistan has been rather limited.
The EU’s approach to the region was more strategic, addressing socio-economic
priorities and countering the long-term impact of the pandemic on local economies,
particularly in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. The German COVID-19-related assistance
stands out as the most significant among EU member states, with €3.55 million
disbursed to Kyrgyzstan alone as part of the “Team Europe” programme. Other nonEU countries with a sizeable contribution are Turkey, the Republic of Korea and
Japan.
India is often claimed to be a regional player in Central Asia. However, India has
regarded the region as a destination for health tourism and quality education services
and it did not seize the opportunity of the COVID-19 pandemic to advance its
influence in Central Asia.
Therefore, by September 2020, the pandemic did not catalyse a redistribution of
geopolitical influence. Although much-needed humanitarian and medical assistance
was made available to the region, financial assistance packages have been moderate
rather than “game-changing” in their significance.
Regionally, out of the four Central Asian countries, Uzbekistan took the lead in
assistance initiatives, providing support to Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and
even Afghanistan. This provides promising prospects for regional cooperation beyond
the current crisis.20 To a lesser extent, the trend has been followed by Kazakhstan
that emerged as a donor for Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. In addition, on 19 August
2020, the Kazakh Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced its plans to establish an aid
agency – KazAID – to systematise official development assistance from Kazakhstan
to Central Asian countries.21 If implemented, this should lead to increased
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development aid from Kazakhstan to its neighbours. In general, these moves by
Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan may set a new foreign policy trend within the region.
A less discussed aspect of regional and more broadly international aid are public
opinion attitudes. One would assume that aid is accepted unconditionally. However,
on Uzbek social media accounts, the idea that foreign aid funds motivated a second
lockdown (July-August 2020) has been trending. The perennial issue of international
aid misappropriation has also been discussed. Although there is a lot to be desired in
that respect, overall, the management of international aid in the region during the
pandemic has set a positive precedent, demonstrating that the region can manage
international funds with an increased sense of accountability and transparency.
Table 1. COVID-19 related assistance to Central Asia
Donors

Kazakhstan

Kyrgyzstan

Tajikistan

Uzbekistan

China

- A group of 10 Chinese
doctors was sent to train
local doctors in the fight
against coronavirus.1
- 50,000 PCR test
systems.
30,000
sets
of
protective clothing.
- 70,000 goggles.
- 150,000 medical gloves.
- 600,000 masks.
- 1,000 thermal imagers.2

- A group of 10 Chinese
doctors was sent to train
local doctors in the fight
against coronavirus.3
10,000
respiratory
masks.
- 100,000 disposable
masks.
1,000
personal
protective equipment.

- A group of 14
Chinese doctors
was sent to train
local doctors in
the fight against
coronavirus.
- 15 ventilators,
medicines.
protective
equipment
for
$750,000.4

- A group of 15 Chinese
doctors was sent to train
local doctors in the fight
against coronavirus.5
- Humanitarian aid in the
form of medical masks
and gloves, goggles and
thermal imagers - 20 tons
in total.6

- PCR tests for 110,000
studies,
- Reagents in the amount
of 1.9 thousand pieces.
- Visit of doctors and
specialists
of
Rospotrebnazdor and the
Ministry of Health of
Russia.
- A group of military
doctors of the Ministry of
Defense of the Russian
Federation, who brought
artificial
ventilation
devices,
oxygen
concentrators,
pulse
oximeters
and
other
equipment.
- A team of medical
personnel
from
Bashkortostan of the
Russian Federation to
work
in
medical

Exact scope of
assistance
is
unclear. There is
only data that the
Russian
Federation
sent
20,000 tests.10

Russia sent doctors to
share their expertise.11

Russia

- Medicine.
- Personal protective
equipment.
- Medical products.7
In total, humanitarian aid
worth around $2 million.
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institutions and provide
advice.8
In total, 69 doctors came
from Russia, who also
brought:
- 31 ventilators.
- 125,000 masks.
24,100
protective
overalls, etc.
In total, Russia provided
material assistance worth
around $2.8 million.9

USA

- Laboratory materials
and equipment worth
$300,000
through
USAID.
- Personal protective
equipment and medical
masks.12
Organisation
of
trainings for doctors.
Implementation of
clinical protocols.

$913,000 through USAID

-

10,000 masks,
10,000 gloves,
1,400 surgical gowns,
200 goggles.16

USAID and WHO
provided medical
equipment
and
PPE.14

- 131.3 tons of food aid for
almost $400,000.15

Total assistance worth
$6.8 million provided.13

EU

At the end of July, the EU
presented the project
"Covid-19 in Central Asia:
Response to the Crisis"
(CACCR)
worth
€3
million; its main recipient
will be Kazakhstan.17

- As part of the “Team
Europe”* approach, a
support
package
for
Kyrgyzstan was prepared
for a total amount of over
€36 million. It includes a
grant of €30.8 million for
direct budget support.
- The remaining €5.2
million
are
funds
reoriented to ongoing
projects
and
EU
programmes in the Kyrgyz
Republic.18
*Team
Europe
is
designed to fight COVID19 globally and was
announced on 8 April,
2020. The EU, its member
states, the European
Investment Bank (EIB)
and the European Bank
for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD) are
jointly committing more
than €20 billion to the
programme budget to
support the efforts of
countries around the
world in their fight against
the pandemic.
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The EU planned to
allocate up to €48
million.19

The EU will provide €2.2
million for the health care
system.
In addition, the EU will
also reorient a €5 million
contribution to the MultiPartner Trust Fund for the
Aral Sea region. The EU
will also support the
country's
economic
recovery by accelerating
payments of €21 million in
the framework of budget
support
for
the
development
of
the
agricultural sector. Also,
up to €4 million will be
spent on the socioeconomic consequences
of the crisis in the
agricultural sector.20

EU provided for Uzbek
border guards:
- 830 protective suits,
- 1,000 antiseptics,
- 15,000 masks.21
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Germany

- Grant for €550,000
(through the GIZ).22
- Financial assistance for
€3 million for the opening
of an emergency clinic in
Jalal-Abad (through KfW).
Both projects are within
the
“Team
Europe”
programme, i.e. €3.55
million is included in the
€36 million from the EU.23

Switzerland

Financial assistance in the
amount of $80,000 for
the purchase of products
through the Swiss Agency
for Development and
Cooperation (SDC).26

Belgium

Belgium sent aid in the
form of:
- 1,000 pieces of X-ray
films + 10 packs of
reagents,
- 10,000 sterile gloves,
- antiviral drugs - 389
packages.
For a total of about
$5,000.28

Poland

Turkey

Iran

Humanitarian aid in the
form of:
- 100,000 masks,
- laptops for distance
learning
of
school
children.29

Humanitarian aid in the
form of:
- 150,000 medical masks.
- 50 face shields.
- 100 goggles.
- 300 overalls and
disinfectants.31

Germany
purchased for €1
million:
Individual
protection means.
- Artificial lung
ventilation
devices.
- Spare parts for
ventilators
and
consumables.24
The Swiss Agency
for Development
and Cooperation
(SDC) and the
United
Nations
Children's
Fund
(UNICEF)
provided
extensive
assistance in the
form of medical
equipment, masks
and PPE.27

Humanitarian aid in the
form of
- Oxygen cylinders.
- Medical masks,
Wheelchairs
and
overalls.25

- A group of 16
Polish doctors was
sent to train local
doctors in the
fight
against
coronavirus.30
Humanitarian aid in the
form of:
- 20 ventilators.
- 50
oxygen
concentrators.
20,000 PCR test kits.
20,000 reagent kits
for detecting the
virus.
- 50,000
N95
protective masks.
- 100,000
surgical
masks.
35,000
protective
suits.
2,000
protective
visors and 10,000
packages
of
hydroxychloroquine.
32
Iran sent 2 consignments
of humanitarian aid with
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Republic of
Korea

ROK transmitted:
- 1,000 PPE in the
amount of $25,000.34

medical equipment in the
form of:
- Mechanical ventilation.
- Tests.
Pulse oximeters.33
ROK
sent:
3 units of anti-virus room
cleaning equipment for
$8,400. These are 2 sets
of positive and negative
air pressure equipment
for infectious diseases
hospital
and
1
multifunctional automatic
room
air
control
apparatus,
20
devices
for
disinfection of premises,
22,500
masks.35
5,000 tons of flour were
sent from Kazakhstan.38

Kazakhstan

Japan

Japan sent medicines to
Kazakhstan.40

Japan will provide $4.6
mln.
in
medical
equipment assistance.41

Qatar

PPE in the form of masks
and suits.44

420 oxygen concentrators
worth $250,000.45

Aid in the form of:
- 2 million, masks,
- 2 million gloves.46

Uzbekistan
provided
assistance in the form of:
- 1,000 tons of flour.
- 7,000 sets of medical
protective suits.
- 200 respirators N9.,
- 20,000 pairs of gloves.
- 500 goggles.
- 200 medical pyrometers.
- 2,000 test systems.

Uzbekistan

Humanitarian aid in the
Humanitarian aid in the
form of PPE and medical
UAE
form of PPE and medical
equipment, total of 17.7
equipment.50
49
tons.
Humanitarian aid in the
India
form of medicines and
equipment.53
Source: Data compiled from various sources
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to the Republic of
Tajikistan.

ROK plans to allocate $5
million.

- ROK dispatched 2
humanitarian aid supplies:
for $100,000 + $66,000,
mainly
medical
equipment.36
- 206,000 + 144,000
medical masks were sent
(2 flights).37
5,000 tons of flour
were sent from
Kazakhstan.39
$1.9 million to expand
UNDP's work to address
the
socio-economic
impact of the COVID-19
pandemic.42
Medical equipment worth
$4.6 million43

- sent a group of
Uzbek doctors (8
people) to assist
Tajik doctors,
- Delivered masks,
PPE
and
equipment.47
- Delivered 144
medical
containers for the
temporary
hospital.48
Humanitarian aid
in the form of
medicines.51

UAE sent 2 humanitarian
aid supplies with food and
medical equipment.52

Humanitarian aid
in the form of
medicines.54
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Multilateral Assistance
Beyond individual state actors, international organisations played a prominent role in
extending assistance to Central Asia during the pandemic. Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan
received just over one billion dollars in multilateral assistance, whereas over $500
million has been earmarked for Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan (Table 2). Soft loans have
been provided by the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank are the largest loan and grant providers in the region.
Uzbekistan has been the only applicant to the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
(AIIB), perhaps in an attempt to balance Russian and Chinese assistance.
Whether governments should obtain the credit lines they can access is explicitly
questioned across the region. The deployment of a sporadic collection of loans not
tied to a specific development blueprint has been criticised. In other words, these
appear as largely “emotional loans” that did not abide by any quality benchmark of
economic expediency and rationale. But taking what is on offer might be
understandable. The rapid spread of coronavirus caught the entire world off guard,
mounting pressure on health systems and domestic economies, thereby creating
extraordinary expenditure. At the same time, the diffusion of COVID-19 accelerated
the significance of pre-existing challenges faced by governments across the region:
low public trust in government, under-digitalised economies, and the prevalence of
the informal sector. While these challenges exacerbated the impact of the crisis, one
may also see the pandemic as an opportunity to regain and advance public policy
and public trust. Digitalisation is catching up, chronically underfinanced health
systems are being supported, and this should positively affect public confidence in
the long run.
Multilateral aid could be expanded to address long-term recovery needs in Central
Asia. Until September 2020, most multilateral aid had a short-term crisis management
scope. International organisations will now need to recognise the need for more
broadly scoped assistance aimed at supporting necessary reforms, restarting
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economies, thereby boosting the strength and resilience of economic recovery. Yet,
overall assistance appears to be more weighed and targeted than that of major
external powers.
Table 2. COVID-19 related loans and grants to Central Asia

Loan
Grant

Countries
Kazakhstan

Kyrgyzstan55

Tajikistan

About $242 million
in 2 tranches.

$189.5 million in
the form of a soft
loan for a period of
10 years.56

International
Monetary Fund
(IMF)
Kazakhstan plans to
borrow $1.087 billion.58

Asian
Development
Bank (ADB)
$10 million for the
purchase of 236
ventilators.
$17 million for the
purchase of 123
ventilators and other
medical equipment.

World Bank
(WB)63

$21 million for the
procurement of
necessary medical
and laboratory
equipment,
ambulances, mobile
equipment and
PPE.

$375 million to
reduce the negative
impact of the
coronavirus
pandemic on the
economy.57
$500 million for 15
years.59 Out of
these, Uzbekistan
requested $100
million for the
modernisation and
equipping of the
health care system
and SES.60

$25 million received
+ $69 million
expected.

$25 million + $10.7
million expected.

Uzbekistan

Medical goods for a
total amount of
about $100,000 in
the form of a
grant.61
$50 million grant
from the COVID-19
Proactive Cost
Response and
Support
Programme.62

$11.3 million for
emergency
assistance to the
population.

$95 million to
improve the national
health care system,
as well as support to
the poor.
$200 million to
provide the budget
with additional
funds.
$17 million
improvement of the
emergency medical
care system.

$15 million in the
form of a loan.
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Due to the saved
funds from some
investment projects
being implemented
in Tajikistan, $9.4
million will be
allocated to combat
COVID-19.64

Islamic
Development
Bank (IsDB)

Asian
Infrastructure
Investment
Bank (AIIB)

Uzbekistan
requested a $100
million loan for
modernisation and
equipping of the
healthcare system
and SES.65

$100 million loan
for 20 years at 1%
per annum with a
grace period of 10
years.66

Financial loan of
$50 million to
counter the impact
of the spread of
COVID-19.67

Eurasian Fund
for Stabilisation
and
Development
(EADB)

$600,000 as grant
money to support
vulnerable groups
of the population.68

United Nations
Development
Programme
(UNDP)

Humanitarian aid in
the form of masks
and equipment.69

Aga Khan
Health Service
(AKDN)
Source: Data compiled from various sources
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Geopolitical Rivalry Tested
The Great Game concept has driven the narrative in understanding Central Asian
politics both in academic publications and mass media for a long time. However, the
unfolding pandemic served as a litmus test of the commitment to the region by
foreign partners.
With the Great Game lens on, it was envisaged that Russia would seek to play a
dominant role, alluring Uzbekistan and Tajikistan to the Eurasian Economic Union
(EEU). However, Russia’s economy was stagnating before the pandemic and the
global health crisis compounded these domestic challenges: in that context, Central
Asia’s strategic significance appears suspended until “better times.”
In the same vein, China was expected to be at the forefront of foreign aid in the
region. Instead, Beijing largely focused on the lingering trade war with the US.
Washington usually frames the region with Afghanistan and South Asia and there is
little evidence to suggest that the pandemic heightened awareness of or engagement
with the region.
While the EU provides recovery assistance to the region, the assistance dispersed
does not appear to follow a broader strategic narrative for Central Asia. The EU’s
assistance package was framed and planned prior to the COVID-19 crisis and is not
informed by crisis-management circumstances. Overall, financial support does not
reflect high prioritisation: the EU has pledged €1.22 billion to Asia-Pacific (of which
€800 million goes to the ASEAN region), €962 million to Eastern Partnership countries,
and merely €124 million to Central Asia.22 Thus, EU’s support to Central Asia is minor
compared to its support to other regions and that of other international organisations
(reference Figure 1). Yet, on a per capita basis, the EU’s aid to Central Asia is
comparable to its aid to ASEAN. Though it is unclear how the EU’s aid to Central Asia
is linked to the EU’s Central Asia Strategy.

22

European Union (2020), https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/qanda_20_606,
https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/association-southeast-asian-nations-asean/83176/team-europe-mobilises-over%E2%82%AC800-million-support-fight-against-coronavirus-asean-region_en
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Figure 1. The size of EU’s and international organisations’ support to Central Asia compared

Source: Authors’ own compilation from various sources.

Beyond traditional stakeholders in the region, there are emerging regional powers
such as India, Iran, Japan, the Republic of Korea and Turkey. Of these countries,
only Japan played a significant role as a donor during the pandemic. That is not to
say that one should have expected donor competition, but the argument advanced
here is that development assistance cannot be viewed through the lens of a zerosum Great Game narrative.
Discussion and Conclusion
This study has reviewed and systematically analysed the scope and volume of
pandemic-related assistance provided by individual countries and international
organisations in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. The study
covered the period from March to September 2020, although assistance pledged
beyond this period is also taken into consideration.
Undeniably, the pandemic placed a heavy burden on every country, posing both
domestic and international challenges. Although the socio-economic impact on
individual countries has been discussed at length, there is less attention on the
regional approach of big powers to different parts of the world, including Central Asia.
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This study finds that there is a gap between rhetoric and practice when it comes to
proclaimed strategic narratives. One should also allow for the notion that such a
disruptive event means that usually unfolding strategic narratives may not apply
during a crisis as individual powers focus on domestic affairs.
This study shows that most external stakeholders – multilateral institutions and
countries – applied similar strategies to assist Central Asia in the fight against the
pandemic. The main finding is that none of the partner countries stands out in terms
of financial support and recovery measures. The volume of financial assistance
remained largely symbolic. However, short-term medical and emergency assistance
was targeted, decisive, and significant but dealing only with the short-term impact of
the pandemic. Very few assistance projects had a long-term scope of economic
recovery. Among the stakeholders under consideration, the EU stands out because it
provided long-term recovery financial packages, scoping assistance with a strategic
vision that looks beyond the current downturn.
As of September 2020, there is little evidence to suggest that international aid is
linked to the ongoing Great Game narrative in Central Asia. This may suggest that
this strategic narrative is largely detached from reality. The relations between
external powers and Central Asia need to be reconsidered and given a new meaning
that would better reflect the interests and interaction between the two parties. The
pandemic showed that these relations were mainly pragmatic during the global health
crisis with no external partner showing interest in projecting and expanding strategic
influence on the region.
In the medium term it is likely that Central Asia will become more dependent on
international assistance to cope with the impact of the pandemic and rebuild its
economies. External partners are also likely to review their engagement in the region.
However, in the aftermath of the immediate crisis, the Great Game paradigm may
acquire new significance. Russia could point to its emergency assistance as part of
its bid to lure Uzbekistan and Tajikistan to join the EEU; China may strengthen its
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presence in the region through bilateral BRI-related projects, in a region thirsting for
investment. The EU and the US strategic narratives may also be tested.
A long-term regional recovery may have been more difficult for the regional
economies of the 1990s. But Central Asian states of this generation are much more
capable to conceive, frame and pursue a strategic long-term recovery plan on their
own. For this, the region needs to build further its internal resilience against new
crises and avoid excessive reliance on external assistance in the long term.
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